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Category:1999 films Category:Indian films Category:1990s Hindi-language films Category:Films directed by Sashadhar MukherjeeHistological features of the bone-implant interface in the dog and rabbit mandibles: a scanning electron microscopic study. Scanning electron microscopy was used to describe the intimate histological features of the bone-implant interface in dogs and rabbits under histological, histochemical, and
ultrastructural examination. In both species, direct intimate contact between bone and implant was observed. In dogs, a typical fibrous-like tissue was always present between the implant and the bone. The presence of vessels and osteoblasts was noted on the surface of the implant. There were no epithelial cells found on the implant surface in any of the dogs. In rabbits, some signs of osseointegration were found, with the
presence of blood vessels and epithelial cells on the implant surface. The presence of these epithelial cells on the implant surface was always associated with the presence of goblet cells, demonstrating an active fibroblastic-osteoblastic transformation of the osseous tissue and demonstrating that the new-formed bone was being actively mineralized.Scenes, Ideas, Events...The Story Of Sydney: An Ever-Changing City Poole's
Sydney is the only weekly newspaper in Sydney dedicated to the history of the Sydney region. It is published every Wednesday, covering: the history of the Australian city, Sydney; the North Shore, Western Sydney, the Sydney Basin, Illawarra, The Blue Mountains, Southern Highlands, Newcastle, Hunter Valley, Central Coast, The Central Coast Regional Area, Sutherland Shire, Inner West, Inner East and Inner West. Poole's
Sydney is produced by National Publicist Group. The company was founded in 2007 by Peter Poole and journalists Tim Gartrell and David Tranter. Ownership The first edition of the newspaper was published on 19 June 2010. The newspaper was launched to provide a forum where the history of Sydney could be told in a format that was more accessible to the average Sydneysider. The weekly paper has a circulation of around
60,000 copies. The newspaper is owned by the National Publicity Group, which also owns National News, 8HOUSE, The Australian Financial Review, The Sunday Telegraph, The Weekend Australian and Women's Weekly. Sydney and regional content The newspaper provides news and information on 2d92ce491b
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